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Artist Statement 

“Many young men, myself included, appear to lead funny, 

carefree and crazy lives. I have been inspired to transform 

this personal element of reality into artworks based on 

specific animal motifs. Combining this concept with satire 

and fantastical elements, I aim to take this carousel of 

masculine absurdity and make it the focal point of my work.  

I have entitled the world these young men find themselves 

within “The Dude Zone”. This is a world driven by escapism, 

full of outsiders in a structured domain of order and rules; 

rules to which these dudes have no regard for. These men 

are stuck in a state of limbo between their teens and 

adulthood, where hedonic pleasures such as drink, drugs 

and crazy behaviour are used in attempts to quench their 

escapist fantasies. Young, confused and fuelled by the 

absurd, these young men are hell-bent on pursuing pleasure 

above all else; much to the dismay of the rest of society. 

I felt urban animals like the fox and the stray cat seemed like 

fitting characters for my artworks. These animals are usually 

deemed to be beautiful and graceful creatures. However, 

once corrupted by their urban environment they are seen in 

a completely different light; engulfed by the crude and dirty 

aspects of this life.  

Nonetheless, it is a messy and crude world. So, the best way 

to show this is to be just as messy and just as crude.” 

“Soccer Saturdays”, Mixed- Media Neo-Pastel, A5, 2020. 
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What Defines Dude? 

To the unsuspecting eye, a lot of the works I have formed 

around this “lad” culture are full of humour. Aided by the 

anthropomorphised animal characters, this is the work’s 

immediate attraction to a younger audience; with the 

animals’ familiarity appealing to the audience.  

The work operates on several levels:  

Animals are often anthropomorphised in popular children’s 

cartoons. People find it fun to recognise this familiarity…”Top 

Cat” if you like! 

It can also be approached on a satirical level, aiming to add a 

sense of ludicrousness to the bleakness of adulthood. 

The Dude Zone appropriates juvenile cartoons to illustrate 

typical scenes of “lad culture”. In doing so I am addressing 

deeply problematic ideas such as substance abuse and 

underlying sexism within this area of Western society. 

 My work, which is brashly made, aims to capture the rash 

lifestyle of the Dudes through these compositions’ comic 

appearances. In doing so, the works begin to address heavy 

problems in a light manner; with juxtaposition being a critical 

element of how my works aim to manipulate the viewers 

emotions.  

Levels are built up energetically and colours are used boldly, 

mirroring these dark times in a world that has stood still 

during my solitude within the flat.  
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Isolation creates anxieties, ones which young men tend to 

keep to themselves; hence the difficulty in interoperating 

this in my work’s appearance. 

The work to the right shows a Dude suited and booted on 

his Friday night Zoom call; a formality that emphasises the 

problems of dependence that this kind of culture relies 

on…A dependence on pleasure, as they aim to emulate the 

fun, they took for granted before.  

                                                                                         

Jokes are the essence of most humour. Richard Price 

(below) explains how his works developed out of redrawing 

his favourite cartoons textual elements. Leading me to 

question the importance of text in my own work. 

In my work below, Mr. Cat stands out. However, the top 

corner reads “severe case of fuckin’ drill head”, giving the 

audience a clearer idea of his hangover. 

As much as Price’s joke art makes the viewer envisage 

ideas of potential scenarios to accompany the work, my 

oeuvre does the opposite.  

It provides the viewer with a comic scene and alludes 

towards potential scenarios with vague sentences around 

the works. 

I wanted to oppose Price’s level of clarity in the joke’s 

delivery due to our current situation’s haziness, with this 

endless loop of confusion in the world seeming so alien to 
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the excitement and possibilities when travelling uncharted territories with the dudes. 

The repetitive nature of daily drinking when travelling may seem distant to the situation the dudes find themselves in 

now. However, both lifestyles, fun and not, are incredibly monotonous. Something that has come to my attention due to 

this removal from the norm.  

Upon transferring from this lifestyle, you realise your person’s dependency on its culture. Removing this way of living 

does not change your person but changes the way your person 

seeks these elements of your lifestyle…new circumstances 

breed new dependencies. 

 

 
 

 

Conclusion 

My oeuvre attempts to address very real and serious problems 

that exist within young male dude culture in a light-hearted and 

comedic fashion. 

Using the degree of familiarity my audience have towards the 

anthropomorphised comic characters as a juxtaposition 

against serious undertones of this lifestyle the dudes lead. 
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Earlier Dude Zone Works 

“Crow F*ck yourself”, Mixed- Media 

Neo-Pastel drawings, A5 in size, 2020. 
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“May Live to Regret this”, Mixed- Media Neo-Pastel drawings, A5 in size, 2020.                                                                 
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“Just the One, Aye?”, Mixed- Media Neo-Pastel drawings, A5 in 

size, 2020. 
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“Hittin’ a Bad Yin”, Mixed- Media Neo-Pastel drawings, A5 in size, 

2020. 
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“Steamin’ vs Stoned”, Mixed- Media Neo-Pastel drawings, A5 in size, 2020. 
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 “Mwi Chancer”, Mixed- Media Neo-Pastel drawings, A5 in size, 2020. 
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“The ‘tails’ of Cat n Fox”, Mixed-Media Neo Pastel Drawing Series, each drawing being A5 in size, 2020. 
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“Hittin’ a Bad Yin”, Sculptural Cut-Outs, Digital Prints on Foam 

Board, both 32 x 18cm. 
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Dude Zone Sculptural Cut-Outs, Digital Prints on Foam Board, largest one in the centre 32 x 18cm. 
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BRO-VID-19: New Works of the Dudes in Lockdown 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Friday Night Zoom”, Mixed- Media Neo-Pastel drawings, (A5 in size). 
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“Mullets get the Birds” (centre) and 

“Morning Martini” (either side), Mixed- Media Neo-Pastel drawings, (A5 in size).  
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Left:“Mad Dog City?!”. Right: “No One Needs that Much Cat Litter D*ick”, Both Mixed- Media Neo-Pastel drawings, (A5 in 

size). 
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“Holiday Dudes”, Mixed- Media Neo-Pastel drawings, (A5 in 

size). 
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Left: “Can you Smell the Bacon?” and right “Soccer Saturdays”, Mixed- Media Neo-Pastel drawings, (A5 in size). 
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Large Scale Drawings 

“Stoned and Hittin’ a Para”, Mixed- Media Neo-Pastel drawings, both 118.9 x 84.1 cm. 
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“Just the One, Aye?”, Mixed- Media Neo-Pastel drawings, 118.9cm x 84.1 cm. 
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New Sculptural Cut Outs: Creating Isolation Friends for My One-

Man Lockdown Show 

“Cats and Mad Dogs”, Digital Prints on Foam Board, 2020. 
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“Snout in the Sun”, Digital Print on Foam Board, 2020. 
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“Your Average Lockdown Afternoon”, Digital Print on Foam Board, 2020. 
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“Same Sh*ite Different Day”, Digital Print on Foam Board, 2020. 
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Rex Relaxing with Pictures and Plants, Digital Print on Foam Board, 2020. 
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Recent Exhibitions 

 

MAFAF*CKERS. 

 ECA//I.O.D.  

BROVID-19 Isolation Station live from 

the Dude Zone!  

 

Instagram: @thee_dudee_zonee 

Email: sammacinnes@outlook.com 

 

That’s all folks…Remember to keep it real 

dudes and for fox sake go and wash your 

hands now! 

 

 


